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point to the huge wealth of information.
The First Book of World War II. Louis Leo Snyder 1958 Spotlights the important events and people of World War

My Journey as a WWII Marine John E. Hinrichs 2013-04-29 My Journey as a WWII Marine tells the personal

II.

story of lived experiences as an enlisted Marine who very quickly continued his tour of duty in the leadership

A Travel Guide to World War II Sites in Italy Anne Saunders 2016-12-13 THE BOOK SHOWN ON THIS PAGE

role as 2nd Lieutenant. The author wanted to write a book to provide a glimpse of what it was like as a Marine to

IS THE UPDATED AND EXPANDED SECOND EDITION, published in December 2016. This new version adds

live through one of the most important wars of our country. John was assigned to a specialty area of service that

tours of WWII sites in Sicily/southern Italy, and updates the descriptions of WWII sites in central and northern

required him and his men to be on the field of battle to provide those services in the Pacific. “We had to be

Italy. It also adds locations along the Adriatic coast, where the Eighth Army fought many battles. Altogether the

prepared to do anything that was needed, especially as we were taking small islands to put down the Japanese”.

new edition describes almost 200 sites. The guidebook closes with excerpts from the journal of a prisoner of war

Throughout the book, John guides the reader to experience what it was like through his eyes as a WWII Marine.

who spent months in Italian POW camps. Please note that book reviews prior to December 2016 refer to the

Forgotten Heroes of World War II Thomas E. Simmons 2014-11-06 World War II was the defining event of the

FIRST edition, published in 2010 and no longer in print (although some first-edition copies are still for sale on the

twentieth century. For everyone it was a time of confusion, fear, destruction, and death on a scale never before

Amazon website).

seen. Much has been written of the generals, campaigns, and battles of the war, but it was young, ordinary

Women Heroes of World War II Kathryn J. Atwood 2019-08-06 These 32 suspense-filled stories unfold across

American kids who held our freedom in their hands as they fought for liberty across the globe. Forgotten Heroes

Germany, Poland, Great Britain, the United States, and more, providing a reminder of women and girls' refusal to

of World War II offers a personal understanding of what was demanded of these young heroes through the stories

sit on the sidelines around the world and throughout history. Includes six new profiles that did not appear in the

of rank-and-file individuals who served in the navy, marines, army, air corps, and merchant marine in all theaters

first edition.

of the war. Their tales are told without pretense or apology. At the time, each thought himself no different from

Tuberculosis and War J.F. Murray 2018-03-27 Tuberculosis (TB) remains the largest cause of adult deaths from any

those around him, for they were all young, scared, and miserable. They were the ordinary, the extraordinary—the

single infectious disease, and ranks among the top 10 causes of death worldwide. When TB and war occur

forgotten.

simultaneously, the inevitable consequences are disease, human misery, suffering, and heightened mortality. TB

Faces of War Mark D. Faram 2009 Looks at the history of the Naval Aviation Photographic Unit and their work

is, therefore, one of the most frequent and deadly diseases to complicate the special circumstances of warfare.

during World War II.

Written by internationally acclaimed experts, this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the status of TB

Soaring to Glory Philip Handleman 2019-06-04 "This book is a masterpiece. It captures the essence of the Tuskegee

before, during and after WWII in the 25 belligerent countries that were chiefly involved. It summarizes the

Airmen's experience from the perspective of one who lived it. The action sequences make me feel I'm back in the

history of TB up to the present day. A special chapter on “Nazi Medicine, Tuberculosis and Genocide” examines

cockpit of my P-51C 'Kitten'! If you want to know what it was like fighting German interceptors in European

the horrendous, inhuman Nazi ideology, which during WWII used TB as a justification for murder, and targeted

skies while winning equal opportunity at home, be sure to read this book!" —Colonel Charles E. McGee, USAF

the disease by eradicating millions who were afflicted by it. The final chapter summarizes the lessons learned from

(ret.) former president, Tuskegee Airmen Inc. “All Americans owe Harry Stewart Jr. and his fellow airmen a

WWII and more recent wars and recommends anti-TB measures for future conflicts. This publication is not only of

huge debt for defending our country during World War II. In addition, they have inspired generations of African

interest to TB specialists and pulmonologists but also to those interested in public health, infectious diseases, war-

American youth to follow their dreams.” —Henry Louis Gates Jr., Alphonse Fletcher University Professor,

related issues and the history of medicine. It should also appeal to nonmedical readers like journalists and politicians.

Harvard University He had to sit in a segregated rail car on the journey to Army basic training in Mississippi in

World War II Evan Mawdsley 2020-05-31 This is a revised and updated edition of Evan Mawdsley's acclaimed

1943. But two years later, the twenty-year-old African American from New York was at the controls of a P-51,

global history of World War II. Beginning with the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War, Evan Mawdsley shows

prowling for Luftwaffe aircraft at five thousand feet over the Austrian countryside. By the end of World War II,

how the war's origins lay in a conflict between the old international order and the new and traces its globalisation

he had done something that nobody could take away from him: He had become an American hero. This is the

as it swept through Asia, Europe and the Middle East. The primary focus is on the war's military and strategic

remarkable true story of Lt. Col. Harry Stewart Jr., one of the last surviving Tuskegee Airmen pilots who

history, though also examines the political, economic, ideological and cultural factors which influenced the course

experienced air combat during World War II. Award-winning aviation writer Philip Handleman recreates the

of events. The war's consequences are examined too, not only in terms of the defeat of the Axis but also of the

harrowing action and heart-pounding drama of Stewart’s combat missions, including the legendary mission in

break-up of colonial empires and the beginning of the Cold War. Accessibly written and well-illustrated with

which Stewart downed three enemy fighters. Soaring to Glory also reveals the cruel injustices Stewart and his

maps and photographs, the book also includes insightful short studies of the figures, events and battles that shaped

fellow Tuskegee Airmen faced during their wartime service and upon return home after the war. Stewart’s

the war, as well as fully updated guides to further reading.

heroism was not celebrated as it should have been in postwar America—but now, his boundless courage and

The WAR and MYTH Oleksandr Zinchenko 2018-06-27 This book in no way claims an ultimate truth and a

determination will never be forgotten.

standard of knowledge of the World War II and the list of these myths is not exhaustive. It is just historical fast-

A Tale of Two Soldiers Max Gendelman 2013 Max Gendelman's incredible memoir, A Tale of Two Soldiers, tells

food, its appearance caused by the acute desire to satisfy the hunger for information about this period in terms of

of the unlikely friendship between an American Jewish POW and a lieutenant in the German Luftwaffe.

the information war.

Rangers in World War II Robert W. Black 1992-02-23 Information culled from first-person interviews and in-

Pinot Noir Mads Molnar (III) 2020-08-17 The night before Nazis raid his cellar, a French vintner poisons a case of

depth research provide a look at the Ranger Battalions that fought during World War II, describing their

his best pinot as a final act of spite. The Nazis take the bait. Every chapter of Pinot Noir follows one of the 12

experiences from the shores of Africa and Italy to Omaha Beach at Normandy. Reprint.

poisoned bottles in that case.When the pinot starts poisoning high-ranking German officers, detective Mads Molnar

World War II: Visual Encyclopedia DK 2015-08-04 This comprehensive visual encyclopedia explores World War

gets a call from the Gestapo. The deal? Recover the bottles and gain a ticket out of Axis territory and pardon for

II in fascinating detail and explains why this global event must never be forgotten. World War II: Visual

killing a fascist.But Molnar has a 300-pound problem. Wolfram Bastick, a Nazi detective whose father was killed by

Encyclopedia shows children the causes, battles, people, and aftermath, while cutting-edge CGI technology brings

the wine, is also on the case. As Bastick races to find his father's killer, Molnar scrambles to thwart him.

infamous events back to life. Learn about weaponry, tanks, ships, aircraft, campaigns, and military strategies. Read

Meanwhile, Bastick's gorgeous fiancé is plotting to murder him for reasons of her own.Molnar must secretly

firsthand accounts of major campaigns and battles throughout the war. Uncover hundreds of biographies of

recover the wine, win over Bastick's fiancé, escape the Nazis and make it out of Germany without getting killed.

wartime leaders and brave soldiers who served on the battlefields. Find out how technological advances influenced

Drunk on Genocide Edward B. Westermann 2021-03-15 In Drunk on Genocide, Edward B. Westermann reveals

the final outcome. Key information is available at a glance, alongside data boxes, facts and stats, and inspiring

how, over the course of the Third Reich, scenes involving alcohol consumption and revelry among the SS and

quotations. From the fastest fighter plane to the longest battle, you'll discover everything you ever wanted to

police became a routine part of rituals of humiliation in the camps, ghettos, and killing fields of Eastern Europe.

know, and much, much more. Whether you're a history buff or simply want help on a school project, this standout

Westermann draws on a vast range of newly unearthed material to explore how alcohol consumption served as a

reference covers every aspect of World War II and the important part it has played in world history

literal and metaphorical lubricant for mass murder. It facilitated "performative masculinity," expressly linked to

History World War II Photo Book Melissa Bradley 2017-05-16 This Photo Book Show Dramatic Tapestry Of The

physical or sexual violence. Such inebriated exhibitions extended from meetings of top Nazi officials to the rank

Wartime. Hundreds of images capture fateful moments of triumph and defeat that defined the era, including rare

and file, celebrating at the grave sites of their victims. Westermann argues that, contrary to the common

photographs and artifacts, many never-before-seen from private collections that are placed in context with more

misconception of the SS and police as stone-cold killers, they were, in fact, intoxicated with the act of murder itself.

famous photographs from the period. From 1939 to 1945 Since the World War II Start until End. This Book collect

Drunk on Genocide highlights the intersections of masculinity, drinking ritual, sexual violence, and mass murder

all picture dusring the WWII in series of 10 books. This book spreads feature collections of uniforms, weapons, and

to expose the role of alcohol and celebratory ritual in the Nazi genocide of European Jews. Its surprising and

other equipment. Maps, timelines, and side panels offer an inviting variety of entry point to the huge wealth of

disturbing findings offer a new perspective on the mindset, motivation, and mentality of killers as they prepared

information.

for, and participated in, mass extermination. Published in Association with the US Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Those Angry Days Lynne Olson 2014-01-14 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST

The Second World War Antony Beevor 2012-06-05 A masterful and comprehensive chronicle of World War II,

BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW AND KIRKUS REVIEWS From the

by internationally bestselling historian Antony Beevor. Over the past two decades, Antony Beevor has established

acclaimed author of Citizens of London comes the definitive account of the debate over American intervention in

himself as one of the world's premier historians of WWII. His multi-award winning books have included

World War II—a bitter, sometimes violent clash of personalities and ideas that divided the nation and ultimately

Stalingrad and The Fall of Berlin 1945. Now, in his newest and most ambitious book, he turns his focus to one of

determined the fate of the free world. At the center of this controversy stood the two most famous men in

the bloodiest and most tragic events of the twentieth century, the Second World War. In this searing narrative

America: President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who championed the interventionist cause, and aviator Charles

that takes us from Hitler's invasion of Poland on September 1st, 1939 to V-J day on August 14, 1945 and the war's

Lindbergh, who as unofficial leader and spokesman for America’s isolationists emerged as the president’s most

aftermath, Beevor describes the conflict and its global reach -- one that included every major power. The result is a

formidable adversary. Their contest of wills personified the divisions within the country at large, and Lynne Olson

dramatic and breathtaking single-volume history that provides a remarkably intimate account of the war that,

makes masterly use of their dramatic personal stories to create a poignant and riveting narrative. While FDR,

more than any other, still commands attention and an audience. Thrillingly written and brilliantly researched,

buffeted by political pressures on all sides, struggled to marshal public support for aid to Winston Churchill’s

Beevor's grand and provocative account is destined to become the definitive work on this complex, tragic, and

Britain, Lindbergh saw his heroic reputation besmirched—and his marriage thrown into turmoil—by allegations

endlessly fascinating period in world history, and confirms once more that he is a military historian of the first

that he was a Nazi sympathizer. Spanning the years 1939 to 1941, Those Angry Days vividly re-creates the

rank.

rancorous internal squabbles that gripped the United States in the period leading up to Pearl Harbor. After

German Paratroopers Chris McNab 2020-01-14 From the battles over the Low Countries in 1940, to the seizure of

Germany vanquished most of Europe, America found itself torn between its traditional isolationism and the urgent

Crete, to fighting on the Eastern Front and Italy, this fascinating pictorial guide focuses on the role played by

need to come to the aid of Britain, the only country still battling Hitler. The conflict over intervention was, as

German paratroopers during World War II. Filled with rare photos, German Paratroopers includes background on

FDR noted, “a dirty fight,” rife with chicanery and intrigue, and Those Angry Days recounts every bruising

the recruitment and training of this elite corps, and the specialist equipment created especially for these airborne

detail. In Washington, a group of high-ranking military officers, including the Air Force chief of staff, worked to

troops.

sabotage FDR’s pro-British policies. Roosevelt, meanwhile, authorized FBI wiretaps of Lindbergh and other

World War 2 History Photo Books : Unforgettable VOL. 3 Noah Herbert 2017-06-13 This Photo Book Show

opponents of intervention. At the same time, a covert British operation, approved by the president, spied on

Dramatic Tapestry Of The Wartime. Hundreds of images capture fateful moments of triumph and defeat that

antiwar groups, dug up dirt on congressional isolationists, and planted propaganda in U.S. newspapers. The stakes

defined the era, including rare photographs and artifacts, many never-before-seen from private collections that are

could not have been higher. The combatants were larger than life. With the immediacy of a great novel, Those

placed in context with more famous photographs from the period.From 1939 to 1945 Since the World War II Start

Angry Days brilliantly recalls a time fraught with danger when the future of democracy and America’s role in the

until End. This Book collect all picture during the WWII in series of 10 books. This book spreads feature collections

world hung in the balance. Praise for Those Angry Days “Powerfully [re-creates] this tenebrous era . . . Olson

of uniforms, weapons, and other equipment. Maps, timelines, and side panels offer an inviting variety of entry

captures in spellbinding detail the key figures in the battle between the Roosevelt administration and the
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isolationist movement.”—The New York Times Book Review “Popular history at its most riveting . . . In Those

1941 and shines a spotlight on the little-known, virtually forgotten story of a group of civilian workers and their

Angry Days, journalist-turned-historian Lynne Olson captures [the] period in a fast-moving, highly readable

families whose lives were forever changed by the events on the tiny atoll that is Wake. Bonita Gilbert has an MA

narrative punctuated by high drama.”—Associated Press

in history from the University of Oregon and teaches history at North Idaho College. Bonnie and her husband live

World War II: Infographics Nicolas Aubin 2019-08-29 A revelatory history of World War II, told entirely through

in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

visually stunning state-of-the-art infographics.

The Rifle Andrew Biggio 2021-06-01 It all started because of a rifle. The Rifle is an inspirational story and hero’s

World War II Aviation Artwork Joe Glyda 2021-06-08 World War II Aviation Artwork, and the stories behind

journey of a 28-year-old U.S. Marine, Andrew Biggio, who returned home from combat in Afghanistan and Iraq,

these beautiful birds, is a curated collection of WWII aircraft photography and artwork. During my first WWII

full of questions about the price of war. He found answers from those who survived the costliest war of all --

airplane photography session, I desired more than an ordinary photograph. I felt the necessity to create works of art

WWII veterans. It began when Biggio bought a 1945 M1 Garand Rifle, the most common rifle used in WWII, to

from the thirty four vintage aircraft that I had photographed. By applying my digital imaging and commercial

honor his great uncle, a U.S. Army soldier who died on the hills of the Italian countryside. When Biggio showed

photography skills, I created this unique photographic/artistic process. Besides the artwork, I researched,

the gun to his neighbor, WWII veteran Corporal Joseph Drago, it unlocked memories Drago had kept unspoken

discovered, and acquired historical images, aircraft specifications, unfamiliar background information and a few

for 50 years. On the spur of the moment, Biggio asked Drago to sign the rifle. Thus began this Marine’s mission to

personal stories of some of the people that kept these planes flying.Even though these WWII planes were

find as
The
Encyclopedia
many WWII
of veterans
Aircraft of
as World
he could,
War
getIItheir signatures on the rifle, and document their stories. For two

instrumental in the war, I was inspired to showcase the ingenuity of early aviation. It was and still is amazing to

years, Biggio traveled across the country to interview America’s last-living WWII veterans. Each time he put the

me how many different types of aircraft were built in such a short period of time. Modifications and upgrades

M1 Garand Rifle in their hands, their eyes lit up with memories triggered by holding the weapon that had been

were constantly being applied to these aircraft between 1939 and 1945. I wanted to portray that innovation and

with them every step of the war. With each visit and every story told to Biggio, the veterans signed their names

creativity of Aviation during a difficult time in our history through my artistic abilities.This reader-friendly book

to the rifle. 96 signatures now cover that rifle, each a reminder of the price of war and the courage of our soldiers.

utilizes the Times Roman font in a larger than normal font size for easy reading as well. For the same reason the

Steel Thunder on the Eastern Front Stackpole Books 2014-11-15 Visual history of the artillery used by both sides

gutter or enlarged center area was used to keep the pages flat while observing the artwork. The unique aircraft

on the Eastern Front in World War II.

artwork I have created for WWII Aviation Artwork and the Stories Behind These Beautiful Birds, has been

Amazing World War II Stories Bruce Berglund 2020-03 In times of war, soldiers on the front lines must show

combined with historical images, and enhanced with personal WWII stories from survivors of the war, to bring

their bravery. But acts of courage by some people aren't known until years after the fighting ends. From flying

you a coffee table book you will enjoy reading and re-reading while sharing with your friends and loved ones.

bombing missions in the dead of night, to tricking the enemy with fake encampments and unbreakable codes, to

Protect Yourself Ryan Mungia 2014-06-28 Throught World War II, the US government sought to stem rampant

surviving horrific treatment by the enemy through sheer force of will, these incredible true tales will show how

sexually transmitted diseases with a poster program designed to shock and shame naive young males. A feast for

courage in war is often displayed by history's unsung heroes.

the eyes, Protect Yourself features a wide assortment of images from this curious subset of poster art.

WWII James Jones 2014-10-28 "Originally published in the United States in a slightly different form as part of an

Why Germany Nearly Won: A New History of the Second World War in Europe Steven D Mercatante

illustrated volume (Grosset & Dunlap, 1975) reprinted by Ballantine Books in 1976."

2012-01-31 • Detailed maps show the position and movement of opposing forces during the key battles discussed in

Paul E. Eden 2016-11-10 From the P-51 Mustang and Supermarine

the book • More than 30 charts, figures, and appendices, including detailed orders of battle, economic figures, and

Spitfire to the Yakovlev Yak-3, Messerschmitt Me 109, and Vought F4U Corsair, this comprehensive encyclopedia

equipment comparisons

presents the most important aircraft flown by all the combatants in Europe and the Pacific. It provides specification

A Dance With Death Anne Noggle 1994 For their heroism and success against the enemy, two of the women's

boxes for each aircraft, listing powerplant, performance, weights, dimensions, and armament; a detailed description

regiments were honored by designation as "Guard" regiments. At least thirty women were decorated with the

of itsRight
development
The
Fight and service history; and outstanding photographs and a three-view illustration for each one.

gold star of Hero of the Soviet Union, their nation's highest award.

World War II For Dummies Keith D. Dickson 2020-01-07 Investigate the factors that led to war Examine key

World War II Rick Maybury 2002-10-01 An examination of the ideas and events that led to World War II, events

turning points, including D-Day and Hiroshima Get to know the opposing forces — the Allies and the Axis Explore

during the war, and how they led to subsequent wars, including the "war on terror," written as a series of letters

the greatest war in history World War II was the most destructive conflict of the 20th century. How did it happen

from a man to his niece or nephew.

— and why? Packed with fascinating anecdotes, interesting sidebars, and top ten lists, this friendly reference

D-Day Stephen E. Ambrose 1994 Stephen E. Ambrose’s D-Day is the definitive history of World War II’s most

contains everything you need to know about World War II, from the issues that caused the war to its most crucial

pivotal battle, a day that changed the course of history. D-Day is the epic story of men at the most demanding

confrontations and what happened in the aftermath. Read about important figures on both sides, study Hitler's war

moment of their lives, when the horrors, complexities, and triumphs of life are laid bare. Distinguished historian

against the Jews, and find out how the Allies finally achieved victory. Whatever your interest, World War II For

Stephen E. Ambrose portrays the faces of courage and heroism, fear and determination—what Eisenhower called

Dummies is your go-to guide. Inside ... The significance of World War II Hitler's rise to power The invasion of

“the fury of an aroused democracy”—that shaped the victory of the citizen soldiers whom Hitler had disparaged.

Eastern American
Hitler's
Europe Pearl
Gamble
Harbor and U.S. neutrality Life and labor on the home front The Holocaust Liberation and

Drawing on more than 1,400 interviews with American, British, Canadian, French, and German veterans,

what came next

Ambrose reveals how the original plans for the invasion had to be abandoned, and how enlisted men and junior

When Books Went to War Molly Guptill Manning 2014-12-02 Chronicles the joint effort of the U.S. government,

officers acted on their own initiative when they realized that nothing was as they were told it would be. The

the publishing industry and the nation's librarians to boost troop morale during World War II by shipping 120

action begins at midnight, June 5/6, when the first British and American airborne troops jumped into France. It

million books to the front lines for soldiers to read during what little downtime they had. 35,000 first printing.

ends at midnight June 6/7. Focusing on those pivotal twenty-four hours, it moves from the level of Supreme

Saj-nicole Joni 2010-02-02 The Right Fight, the new management guide from noted business

Commander to that of a French child, from General Omar Bradley to an American paratrooper, from Field Marshal

strategists Saj-nicole Joni and Damon Beyer, turns management thinking on its head and shows why, in the fast-

Montgomery to a German sergeant. Ambrose’s D-Day is the finest account of one of our history’s most important

moving, hyper-competitive marketplaces of the 21st century, leaders need to both foster alignment and orchestrate

days.

thoughtful controversy in their organizations to get the best out of them. The authors’ groundbreaking

World War II: A Very Short Introduction Gerhard L. Weinberg 2014-11-13 The enormous loss of life and physical

research—including examples as diverse as Unilever, Microsoft, Coca-Cola, Dell, the Clinton Administration, and

destruction caused by the First World War led people to hope that there would never be another such catastrophe.

the Houston Independent School System—shows that happy workers can become bored or complacent and thus less

How then did it come about that there was a Second World War causing twice the 30 million deaths and many

productive than workers who are subjected to a little properly managed tension. Readers of Good to Great and

times more destruction as had been caused in the previous conflict? In this Very Short Introduction, Gerhard L.

Winning, as well as the Harvard Business Review and Strategy + Business, will find much to ponder in The

Weinberg provides an introduction to the origins, course, and impact of the war on those who fought and the

Right Fight.

ordinary citizens who lived through it. Starting by looking at the inter-war years and the German invasion of

Brendan Simms 2021-11-16 A riveting account of the five most crucial days in

Poland in September 1939, he examines how the war progressed by examining a number of key events, including

twentieth-century diplomatic history: from Pearl Harbor to Hitler’s declaration of war on the United States By

the war in the West in 1940, Barbarossa, The German Invasion of the Soviet Union, the expansion of Japan's war

early December 1941, war had changed much of the world beyond recognition. Nazi Germany occupied most of

with China, developments on the home front, and the Allied victory from 1944-45. Exploring the costs and effects

the European continent, while in Asia, the Second Sino-Japanese War had turned China into a battleground. But

of the war, Weinberg concludes by considering the long-lasting mark World War II has left on society today.

these conflicts were not yet inextricably linked—and the United States remained at peace. Hitler’s American

ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of

Gamble recounts the five days that upended everything: December 7 to 11. Tracing developments in real time and

titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject

backed by deep archival research, historians Brendan Simms and Charlie Laderman show how Hitler’s

quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting

intervention was not the inexplicable decision of a man so bloodthirsty that he forgot all strategy, but a calculated

and challenging topics highly readable.

risk that can only be understood in a truly global context. This book reveals how December 11, not Pearl Harbor,

World War Two 2009 Published to commemorate the 70th anniversary of World War II, this completely new

was the real watershed that created a world war and transformed international history.

account of one of the deadliest conflicts in history opens with the buildup of hostility leading up to the war and

Bodies of Memory Yoshikuni Igarashi 2012-01-09 Japan and the United States became close political allies so

concludes with the war's impact on modern history. 1,200 photos.

quickly after the end of World War II, that it seemed as though the two countries had easily forgotten the war

Building for War Bonita L. Gilbert 2012-12-07 This intimately researched work tells the story of the thousand-plus

they had fought. Here Yoshikuni Igarashi offers a provocative look at how Japanese postwar society struggled to

Depression-era civilian contractors who came to Wake Island, a remote Pacific atoll, in 1941 to build an air station

understand its war loss and the resulting national trauma, even as forces within the society sought to suppress

for the U.S. Navy. Author Gilbert charts the contractors' hard-won progress as they scramble to build the naval

these memories. Igarashi argues that Japan's nationhood survived the war's destruction in part through a popular

base as well as runways for U.S. Army Air Corps B-17 Flying Fortresses while war clouds gather over the Pacific.

culture that expressed memories of loss and devastation more readily than political discourse ever could. He shows

Five hours after their attack on Pearl Harbor, the Japanese struck Wake Island, which was now isolated from

how the desire to represent the past motivated Japan's cultural productions in the first twenty-five years of the

assistance. The undermanned Marine Corps garrison, augmented by civilian-contractor volunteers, fought back

postwar period. Japanese war experiences were often described through narrative devices that downplayed the

against repeated enemy attacks, at one point thwarting a massive landing assault. The atoll was under siege for two

war's disruptive effects on Japan's history. Rather than treat these narratives as obstacles to historical inquiry,

weeks as its defenders continued to hope for the U.S. Navy to come to their rescue. Finally succumbing to an

Igarashi reads them along with counter-narratives that attempted to register the original impact of the war. He

overwhelming amphibious attack, the surviving Americans, military and civilian, were taken prisoner. While

traces the tensions between remembering and forgetting by focusing on the body as the central site for Japan's

most were shipped off to Japanese POW camps for slave labor, a number of the civilians were retained as workers

production of the past. This approach leads to fascinating discussions of such diverse topics as the use of the atomic

on occupied Wake. Later in the war the last ninety-eight Americans were brutally massacred by their captors.

bomb, hygiene policies under the U.S. occupation, the monstrous body of Godzilla, the first Western professional

The civilian contractors who had risked distance and danger for well-paying jobs ended up paying a steep price:

wrestling matches in Japan, the transformation of Tokyo and the athletic body for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics, and

their freedom and, for many, their lives. Written by the daughter and granddaughter of civilians who served on

the writer Yukio Mishima's dramatic suicide, while providing a fresh critical perspective on the war legacy of

Wake Island, Building for War sheds new light on why the United States was taken by surprise in December

Japan.
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